2012, Feb 4

Saturday History Call

Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:
Cheryl Croci
Recommendation: to use the airwaves as a way to work with the population –
● Patti Cota Robles taught years ago to use events of this nature and use the intense focus of
energy to do healing and clearing;
● blaze the violet flame, blaze the flame of transfiguring divine love; blaze the blue flame of
truth; blaze the golden flame of illumination and divine healing; blaze the emerald flame of
limitless healing and transmutation;
● use all energies and techniques you can to work with all of humanity watching and participating to
become a chalice of light and then and pour the energy of the divine into that chalice
BBS:

$240 for last week, $300 for this week
● A listener supported radio call – let's do this!!!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.
● Grateful for all the donations from all of us!

T&R:

Website:
www.2013rainbowroundtable.com – scroll down to donate section
● Whatever is donated is used first to pay the BBS radio bill.
●
●
●
●

Rent is due by the 9th – still need $350
Bills due Feb 6 - $200
Outstanding car repair bill : $650 - ET's Auto Repair: would like to gather $100 for this
Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet

● Please let them know when you are sending something.
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
Hard News:

888-429-5471 Toll free no for CA and US;
530 – 513-6472
530-413- 9537
Going to give Hard News a bit of a rest today – will only be some.
R: Camp Loveway had David Icke on:
● talking of why we're where we are, and the magnificence of what is unfolding
● how we came down from co-creator gods
● William Henry he talked of the sons and daughters of god, and the sons and daughters of men &
genetic engineering and going from 12 strands to 2;
● those of the 13 families have 6 – 12, but are missing the love one
● Our task is to send them love
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● He talked of how he's getting letters of people losing it because of what is happening in
Syria, Bahrain, Israel – all stems from the experiment of Enlil, Enki, Mother's children
● Mother is back with 4 on the floor and we will get it right this time
● spoke of the Haplo groups
Right, Left and Centre: Robert Scheer – do not underestimate the Mayan calendar: this is just the start
R's assessment of the 2 calls: the awakening that is happening on Earth is so huge, and the media is
a circus where they are going through traumatized amnesia: it is in our best interest to work with
these ones who are still asleep
● as Cheryl said: focus and send the violet fire – it changes
● There will be 1-3 thousand people of Occupy showing up: maybe the players will stop, too
● a rumour that Anonymous will shut the stadium down
● There are 22 states with the right to work for less laws
RL & C: biggest story is having jobs – BO needs to drop $10 Million into jobs
● wants to take half to deal with infrastructure; put the other half into the debt
● He also said we have to work together: bring democracy back into workplace
● The intent of the dark ones is to get more money out of us: don't buy any more books, music, etc
● Millions of $ go into commercials for the Super Bowl; if the power was not there and no commercials, no
game
● We have to arrest these ones
David Icke: the criminals behind all that is going on: arrest the war criminals right now!
T: a one-sided war game in Syria – yet the free Syria army has built underground tunnels, and are using
social media to get the news out
● We got so close to being taken over!
● The Khazars is the cover-up – the real Jew is Jesus and he was black.
The rest is a cover-up: the original Jewish people were black as coal
T: Ben Fulford: she eads the material and is making comments
● he has enough $ to be in Fortune 500 – needed this to be editor of Forbes
● Bernie Sanders also said that David W is coming right behind him
● We have to penetrate our ignorance, don't dwell on what we hear, use our magic
● Ben does not want to admit to existence of NESARA, and come clean and give the money back
R asked Bernie but he did not want to comment on the figures indicated in the reading.
● Who is running this??? this is the question – full disclosure is what is happening;
● T & R were told 30 years ago there would be martial law if there were no other recourse for the
galactics to come in – the White Knights will be the ones declaring m law
● The Military is 60% in favour of NESARA; Ashtar Command is part of this military, as is ACIO
● The law being declared will be OUR law – it is an extraordinary order to allow the galactics to
come in and to put Patrick Fitzgerald in as the new Attorney General
● Our work now is do de-confuse the gibberish
● Melissa Harris Perry's show did not start today – she is still getting ready: will be dropping
something!
● Paragraph 11: Ben is NOT talking about R: cannot have full disclosure until there are arrests, and mass arrests are going on at the highest level –
things are not as they seem!
● The British Commonwealth paragraph – this will NOT happen
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● The Vatican – another Nazi organization, backed by Khazars
● the Spanish was a slaughter and stole the land: it was a land grab!
Caller: question about 9/11 – when the towers went down and the beam – an interesting type of beam –
were they made somewhere else?
T: the pyramids were built on Aldebaren and lowered by anti gravity from the ships
but not 9/11
Caller: so that information is not true?
NO
T: many things built in China and shipped here
We will no longer have 1,000 mile salads anymore so the oil
R: no more factory farms
T: yes, the UN is already under re-organization: ● US Ambassador Susan Rice will remain
● UN will become the House of Micah
● on TV – Alternet Focus: the true people inside Israel are waking up rapidly, and the children
who went into the army and the Moussad are changing – and being put in jail
T: comments on size of decision-making units: 6 – 9, a family unit [in Ben's writing]
R: The Justice League that is showing up at UN is a world congress of the brotherhoods and
sisterhoods – to guide the changes; they are intergalactic
● We will get to know all these separate issues
● They watched the Six International Law of the Feminine – the new Council of Elders will be
female, and from the stars [aboriginal]
Para: “This 8 person grouping . . .” There's a better plan with the galactics coming in
The Pentagon: 40% of it are still the Khazars; and Russia has the same; China has Mongel Khazars –
not going to happen
Para: The cabalists in charge . . .” - this is true
T: Angela Merkel tried to persuade the Chinese to go along with the Iranian .. - NO
The Zions of – all they want is to stay in power with profit.
T: the 60% of the Pentagon are – in the moment – arresting the 40% of the military first, before they go
out and arrest others.
Going Deeper – a book; all these ideas about an exclusive group going somewhere – this is not judgement:
we have to focus on looking after this planet and our bodies
R: we have to descend into these bodies
T: it's an inner process where you change the DNA
T: [Ben] “In the US . . . and lots of funds will be returned. . .” he is still not saying
The billionaries out on the street; every thing they have will be gone, returned to those it came
from
● The wife of Mittens will also have to follow the same rules – not sure about the children
“. . . mortgage-free homes” - yes,
Para: “a lot of nitty gritty to take care of” - this is not down the road, but in the moment
R: the city of homes in Syria looks like Kabul these days; goes there at night
● All kinds of stuff going on in Libya: Ghaddafi just stole everyone's lands; thousands and
thousands of people: a lady had 12 children and a thousand acres – her husband was killed, and she
had 12 kids to look after.
● There were thousands of Libyans who were told they could to Jordanian hospitals and get help in
the hospitals – but the hospitals there cannot handle it, so the Libyans are just sitting there.
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T: the galactics are going to provide help extra ordinary help very soon
continues reading: there will be world peace
T: reads the Twelve Break Thrus of the Next Decade
● We have the technologies to blow up bubbles out of glass – one per second; everyone has a home

Jim Channon 12 Break-Throughs Of The Next Decade
YouTube.com
* 1. Oil companies realize they are liquid transportation companies and start to move fresh water to
needy places on the planet.
* 2. Major engineering companies respond to rising seas and create canals that take the excess water
into barren lowlands inside the continents where it is needed.
* 3. The national military forces of the planet merge to form natural security teams and restore their
respective parts of the earth's forests, plant life, watersheds, wildlife and the biosphere above all that.
* 4. That schools recognize that content is already available on line and change their courses to life
skills, learning based pursuits, and a new partnership with nature.
* 5. That Universities build upon the science of conscious evolution, a visionary mindset, and life force
living intelligence and then structure their experience based curricula to that end.
* 6. That government decentralizes into bioregions and organizes military units, school kids, fire
departments and others to generate food foraging forests in all available sites for complete global food
security.
* 7. That neighborhoods take on a wide variety of energy producing solutions to become fully
independent but not totally separate from the power grid.
* 8. That web-based democracies attend to their regionally based constituents and use the global web
intelligence system to optimize local living.
*9. That railheads, airports, and warehouses converge to be able to launch global air rescue missions
that deliver major emergency living villages to all peoples globally within hours of a disaster.
* 10. That the global public achieves a clear unifying identity and the pre-emptive political power to
defang the nuclear arsenal and its fear based factions while offering alternative product lines for the
military industrial complex.
* 11. That we accept the notion that life is more likely to exist in the galaxy than not and prepare for the
real benefits of new connections.
* 12. That we embrace a new level of profound simplicity and reintroduce creativity as a replacement
for things and mindless entertainment.
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R: Audio:
Gregg Braden: Something Big is going to Happen – You Tube
● He has been on all continents except Antarctica; everyone across the planet is waiting for
something to come into fruition
● He has studied ancient texts - some of the calendars which go back 18,000 years [before the
ice age] all point to this time in history and they spoke of things converging and there are
measurable parameters that show convergence is happening
● 1st parameter: magnetic grids have been declining for last 2000 years; this has happened 4 times
● it's about a flip of the magnetics, not the flip of the physical earth
● a change in the magnetic fields of the earth, affects our sleep patterns, et
nd
● the 2 parameter: the heart beat of the earth: 7.8 Hz per second measured in 1890s
● in 1980s and later, this pulse has been getting faster – it seems time is speeding up
● There are reasons in the cultural history that

Something Big is About to Happen Gregg Braden - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=GicOsOY6oO824 Jan 2012 - 29 min - Uploaded by
DDDDGJ
Something Big is About to Happen Gregg Braden ... The Maya's knew that the world of
Time(Economy) will ...
T: Reading: An Invention called the Jewish People: Tom Segev
[SEE BELOW]
Remember from the book “The Rocks Cry out”that Jerusalem is in North America,
not where it is claimed to be now
T: Reading: “Eden was the north pole: a cap Gene D. Matlock
http://viewzone.com/edenpole.html

[SEE BELOW]

Astrology:
Richard
● Venus in 26 Pisces
● Last week, moon was in Aries; very energetic and carried through weekend
● On Monday, it was in Taurus – moon conjunct ? Governed the week
● On Wed, moon went into Gemini – Wed pm interesting things happened:
Cynthia led a meditation that night: revolved around Venus-opposition Mars and love
The meditation was around what you still hate about yourself – VERY POWERFUL
● Friday, Saturday – chatter, chatter, chatter ● Yesterday afternoon, Neptune went into Pisces
T: we're moving, no longer in same place
R: the astrology of the solar system is one thing, but now we are shifting above the plane of the galaxy we
will start to talk about the energy of the fixed stars – astrologers have a reference book on this
subject, but they will get more info as our density decreases and we go to our light body, it will be
more interesting as we consider other light aspects.
● We have instruments now that allow us to see the frequencies better than we have in the past –
knowledge about what frequencies can do for us will be helpful:
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● new field will be galacto-astrology!!!
Music: Krishna
T: what's coming up this week: will something break???
Richard: Divine love will be stirred up this week and, with help of Divine Will, will get the best of things
because
● We are not half-way through what we planned to do this month
● we still have 16 days to complete this lunar cycle – we are 2 days before the full moon
T: The new moon – Feb 21 - Mardi Gras; before that, President's Day and Ash Wednesday just after
● This will be the first new moon in Pisces with Neptune conjunct – that's going to be fun!
R: for last 14 years, Neptune has been delivering Aquarian wisdom – mental and electrical, the final phase
of the technology revolution –
● mankind is up against its technological limits as far as miniaturization goes
● Now Neptune in Pisces and it's about polarity: a 2-headed fish trying to swim in opposite directions; or 2
fish – so the next phase of Neputunian wisdom is about healing duality and recognized that we
want to live at Zero Point between the polarities. So we draw the polarized to the light and create
them as unity
● And EVERYONE has this as a mission T: good ways to roll with the punches and not get punched:
R: as a light being, we accommodate variations in light and flow;
The solar flare came right after sun came into Aquarius: we are playing in the major leagues now
T: they had their phone adjusted 5 times!
RI: websites lock up mysteriously – Rama agrees!
● An indicator of the electrical component – we are all being LIT UP!
● He has 7 acres and going to build 2 separate healing centres, formed as a triangle
● one a spa with solar-hot water sauna and guest house – still needs to draw it up – intends
for it to be operated off grid
● the other a 3 storey tower – an octagon building – a SW facing door, window – top floor is
for energy work – will be on the hill – he was told where to put it; the plans are
coming from higher up the chain!
● he's living on a ley line
● There are 5 empty lots around him; wants to have them all and create a foundation, private, nonprofit
● he wants 2-3 acre homesite; people can bring state of the art buildings to plop down in the
forest – it could be a family house, a retreat place; wants a community garden,
T: Reading The Life of an American Jew in Racist Marxist Israel [She is reading from a book]
[Part 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ojvf3ORIWQ
From the book: The Life of an American Jew in Racist Marxist Israel (Published in 1985) By
Jack Bernstein ...]
● This is to show you we are the end of the game; they began this 100 years ago
● The first Zionist Congress was held in Basle, Switzerland in 1897; one of the goals was to set up
a Jewish state in the land of Palestine
● At that time, there were only a few Jews living in Palestine who were nearly all native Sefardic
Jews – as was Hitler – who were blood-related to the Arabs!
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● The Palestinian Shepardic Jews and the Palestinian Arabs were living in peace as they had for
thousands of years.
● After the congress in 1897, they started migrating to Palestine and buy land, as they had
decided that's what they would do
● by 1920, Jews owned only 2% of Palestine; by 1948, the invading Jews had increased their
ownership, but still less than 6%. To accommodate the incoming Europeans, they needed more land,
but the Palestinian Arabs refused to sell it
● These communist-oriented, European Ashkenazi Jews [sometimes calling themselves Khazars,
sometimes Bolsheviks] resorted to one thing at which they are adept: terrorism.
● First major act of terrorism – during night of April 9, 1948, two gangs attacked and massacred
over 200 men, women and children; Menacham Begin was leader of the attack and later prime
minister; later said the massacre was justified, and without it, there would not have been an
Israeli state without this victory at Daher Jasheim [& they are still doing the same thing]
●This caused many Palestinians to leave – and they continued the massacres
● during the few months when these and other massacres were going on, 300,000 Palestinian
Christians and Muslims were forced to leave their homes or be killed
● The same communist-oriented Jews were to become the leaders of the new state
● May 14, 1948 – Israeli terrorism continued to push Palestinian Arabs leave their homes
● since 1948, 350 Christian Churches and Muslim Mosques have been destroyed by Zionist Jews
●destruction of religion by Zionist Jews is well underway in USA; in Israel, is almost complete
● In 1949, Isreal became the 49th State of the Union
● The Jews running the country here are Khazars and the Rothschilds are such
T: Reading
Shamballa Agharti
R: gives the names of many people who were involved in this group
● after WW1 a cyclic Bohemian time: in Europe, dancing around the Thule society
● Over here, in US many were gathered around Manly P Hall [whose wife Marie Bauer arranged for
his “passing”]
● Ron Hubbard, Scientology founder, was a follower of Alistair Crowley who went off the rails
Conference Call
Caller: B of A lost over a million customers because of the extra fees
T: the Anonymous call – live frugally
Caller: California may go broke: make their “brokeness” official
T: when she lived near Mexico and got a ticket in California, the difference in prices was remarkable
can understand why the sadhus live in silence for 40 years
R: Gregg Braden said – we are being called to active duty by our Higher Selves
R spends half the night light years away from here, but still here
T: we will bring the light year experience to the surface
Caller: when China and Russia said don't mess with Iran or Syria
T: this is about – right next to the Baltic Sea, near to Syria – the North Baltic Sea is called the Bosnian
Sea – she took a ferry to an island in the middle of the sea: the energies are ??
The Khazars are there too – it's Hyperborean
● The technology was developed to get rid of 1/2 million people – to exterminate what these being
represent – the Druidic, the Olmecs, the pre-Columbians; the Muurs – the most ancient origins of
what we talk about – this is pre-Lemurian
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Caller: asking about Armenians & the Turks
Rama: King Rantu and lady
Lady Master Meru are from the sanctuary of the 7 rays; they worship the golden Krishna, the
Krishna of the Sun
T: the Turkish being closely matched to the
[SEE BELOW]
the Ariella Oppeinheimer
ncbi.gov – called ??
● Jews found to be more closely related to those in the northern regions – Jews or Khazars are
found to be closely related to Armenians who live close to the Caucaus
As Tara watched the 12 videos sent [SEE BELOW]
in one of the clips we see the MK Ultra girl from The Transformation of America
– Ted Gunderson was her last handler; yet she and Mark Phillips woke up
Al Bileik woke up in 1987; he was given amnesia in 1947 and forgot the Montauk Experiment
T: continues reading
Audio: Anonymous: March of Solidarity
Anonymous: March Of Solidarity | February 27 - YouTube

2:29

www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhdYwkNzO44New1 day ago - 2 min - Uploaded by anonyops
website: http://anonyops.com facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/ Anonyops/119328501493033
twitter ...
Audio: Anonymous – leaking a FBI conference call about hackers
16 minutes
Rama: has to do with St. Germain, and SOPA, PIPA and ACTAA going bye bye!
Anonymous' hackers intercept conversation between FBI and Scotland Yard on how to deal with
hackers
[SEE BELOW]
Reading:

Bosnian Pyramids: we are not the only ones here
[SEE BELOW]
seems that the pyramid builders created a perpetual motion machine which
is still working!!!!

Audio:

Red Ice Creation.com Red Ice Radio 2012 from the west of Sweden
William Henry – to discuss The Secret of Zion, his new book
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January 3, 2012

William Henry - Hour 1 - The Secret of Sion

William Henry is an internationally renowned investigative mythologist. He is the author of sixteen books and
numerous DVD programs and is a contributor to The History Channel's popular series, Ancient Aliens. In this
interview, we begin talking about 2012. William clarifies the difference between the Aztec Sunstone and the
Mayan Calendar. Then, we discuss themes from his new book, THE SECRET OF SION. This book represents
the culmination of William's search in Gnostic literature and sacred art that maps the path, called the "Way of
Light", which leads to the gate of heaven. He'll talk about a race of stargate time traveling ascended human
beings dwelling at the center of our galaxy. William tells us about stargate technology and how our body opens
the stargate. He says we are the technology. We also talk about Jesus as an avatar of a race of perfect light
humans, the most ancient race of aliens. William mentions a stargate technology "kit" that includes a star crown,
mysterious anointing oil and a robe called the beaming garment. We end the hour on the importance of achieving
a state of true holiness, the current time of awakening and the goal of our quest to get out of here!

January 3, 2012

William Henry - Hour 2 - The Dwellers at the Center of the Galaxy

In the second hour for members, we discuss if the dwellers of Sion will return in 2012. Will we have a disclosure
of sorts? Williams mentions the return of Quetzecoatl, the feathered serpent and explains how he may have been
Seraphim, the highest order of angels and not a harmful entity. He also brings up the serpent in the Garden of
Eden as also being Seraphim and how serpent symbolism has been demonized. We'll discuss how lines blur in
mythology as well as interpretations of what is light, dark, good and bad. Then, we get into the motivations of
the remnant survivors dwelling in the center of our galaxy, which William says are on a rescue mission. We talk
about a possible cosmic reset event as a saving grace from our creator before we head down the path of a cyber
existence. William also tells us which texts he pulled from to create the basis for The Secret of Sion. Later, we
talk about Sion/Zion not from the conspiratorial viewpoint of rebuilding Solomon's Temple but instead as the
transformation of becoming pure beings.
Relevant links
williamhenry.net
Sion
Zion
London Olympics 2012 : Zion : Street Plan
Rik Clay’s interviews on Red Ice Creations – All Four Segments
Milky Way
Bubbles of Energy Are Found in Galaxy
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Maya calendar
The Apotheosis of Washington
Constantino Brumidi
Magnetic Portals Connect Earth to the Sun
The Mayan Lord of Creation and 2012
Milky Way Black Hole May Be a Colossal Particle Accelerator

Books & DVDs
The Secret of Sion
The Light of Sion
Freedom's Gate: The Lost Symbols in the U.S. Capitol
Morph: the Secret of Light Body Activation
Cloak of the Illuminati: William Henry - Stargate Secrets of the Anunnaki 2 DVD Set
Related programs
William Henry - The Apotheosis is at Hand, NWO, COP15, Norway Blue Spiral & Stargates
William Henry - Stargates & Starwalkers
Tom Horn - Hour 1 - Apollyon Rising 2012
John Major Jenkins - The Myths and Fallacies of 2012
David Talbott - Hour 1 - Symbols of an Alien Sky
*************
Meditation:

THE CHILDREN OF THE SUN
Activating our Solar Magnetism

Closing:

Rainbird

Coming Events:
Sunday, Monday
Cheryl's call
Tuesday
Ashtar on the Road
Wednesday
Aboriginal Moabite Nation
with Grand Goddess Lilli
5:00 pm MST
712-432-0900
PIN 899484#
Replay
712-432-0990
PIN 899484#
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An invention called 'the Jewish people'
Post Your Comment
Posted on February 29, 2008

By Tom Segev
Israel's Declaration of Independence states that the Jewish people arose in the Land of Israel and was
exiled from its homeland. Every Israeli schoolchild is taught that this happened during the period of
Roman rule, in 70 CE. The nation remained loyal to its land, to which it began to return after two
millennia of exile. Wrong, says the historian Shlomo Zand, in one of the most fascinating and
challenging books published here in a long time. There never was a Jewish people, only a Jewish
religion, and the exile also never happened - hence there was no return. Zand rejects most of the stories
of national-identity formation in the Bible, including the exodus from Egypt and, most satisfactorily,
the horrors of the conquest under Joshua. It's all fiction and myth that served as an excuse for the
establishment of the State of Israel, he asserts.
According to Zand, the Romans did not generally exile whole nations, and most of the Jews were
permitted to remain in the country. The number of those exiled was at most tens of thousands. When
the country was conquered by the Arabs, many of the Jews converted to Islam and were assimilated
among the conquerors. It follows that the progenitors of the Palestinian Arabs were Jews. Zand did not
invent this thesis; 30 years before the Declaration of Independence, it was espoused by David BenGurion, Yitzhak Ben-Zvi and others.
If the majority of the Jews were not exiled, how is it that so many of them reached almost every
country on earth? Zand says they emigrated of their own volition or, if they were among those exiled to
Babylon, remained there because they chose to. Contrary to conventional belief, the Jewish religion
tried to induce members of other faiths to become Jews, which explains how there came to be millions
of Jews in the world. As the Book of Esther, for example, notes, "And many of the people of the land
became Jews; for the fear of the Jews fell upon them." Zand quotes from many existing studies, some
of which were written in Israel but shunted out of the central discourse. He also describes at length the
Jewish kingdom of Himyar in the southern Arabian Peninsula and the Jewish Berbers [These ones were
Atlanean – Tara] in North Africa. The community of Jews in Spain sprang from Arabs who became
Jews and arrived with the forces that captured Spain from the Christians, and from European-born
individuals who had also become Jews.
The first Jews of Ashkenaz (Germany) did not come from the Land of Israel and did not reach Eastern
Europe from Germany, but became Jews in the Khazar Kingdom in the Caucasus. Zand explains the
origins of Yiddish culture: it was not a Jewish import from Germany, but the result of the connection
between the offspring of the Kuzari and Germans who traveled to the East, some of them as merchants.
We find, then, that the members of a variety of peoples and races, blond and black, brown and yellow,
became Jews in large numbers. According to Zand, the Zionist need to devise for them a shared
ethnicity and historical continuity produced a long series of inventions and fictions, along with an
invocation of racist theses. Some were concocted in the minds of those who conceived the Zionist
movement, while others were offered as the findings of genetic studies conducted in Israel.
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Prof. Zand teaches at Tel Aviv University. His book, "When and How Was the Jewish People
Invented?" (published by Resling in Hebrew), is intended to promote the idea that Israel should be a
"state of all its citizens" - Jews, Arabs and others - in contrast to its declared identity as a "Jewish and
democratic" state. Personal stories, a prolonged theoretical discussion and abundant sarcastic quips do
not help the book, but its historical chapters are well-written and cite numerous facts and insights that
many Israelis will be astonished to read for the first time.
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/959229.html
Disclaimer

The above documents, article, interviews, movies, podcasts, or stories reflects solely the research and
opinions of its authors. PalestineRemembered.com makes its best effort to validate its contents.
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http://www.palestineremembered.com/Acre/Maps/Story800.html

Post Your Comment
#131991

Posted by Brent on March 26, 2011

"Webmaster" very interesting point about the Turkish being very closely matched with the white
Ashkenazi European Jews. This adds to the wonderful genetic research conducted by Dr. Ariella
Oppenheim (of Hebrew University in "Israel") and her team. One famous quote from Dr. Ariella
Oppenheim's work that can be found at a ncbi . gov link called "The Y Chromosome Pool of Jews
as Part of the Genetic Landscape of the Middle East". The quote says: "In comparison with data
available from other relevant populations in the region, Jews were found to be more closely
related to groups in the north of the Fertile Crescent (Kurds, Turks, and Armenians) than to their
Arab neighbors."
So note Jews (Khazars) were found to be closely related to Kurds, Turkish Turks of Anatolia, and
Armenians! Armenians lived and live up near the Caucasus Mountains region where the Khazar
Empire was located.
#131208

Posted by Webmaster on March 6, 2011

I just watched the following National Geographic documentary called:The Human Family Tree
which you can watch on NetFlix as follows:
http://www.netflix.com/Movie/National-Geographic-The-Human-Family-Tree/70122464
Briefly, it attempted to trace the DNA of a sample of people from all different races in NY City. It
is over 90 minutes and exciting to watch. It compared African Americans, Porto Ricans, Turkish,
Indian, Greek, ...etc. The narrator reached the family tree of every body except the Turkish couple
after he matched everybody. Then he finally said these Turkish couple had 50% match with
Achkenazic Jews. Go Figure; do you think that is a surprise!
When the dust settles and when the this subject is no longer political for Zionist Jews, we shall
find how these researchers & scientists of such studies have been biased (or influenced) in their
judgments and conclusions. Note how most of these studies carefully compared Jews to most
races except to Turkic people!

Related Links









Wikipedia: Khazars.
Khazaria, A hidden & forbidden Jewish history exposed
The Thirteenth Tribe by Arthur Koestler
NYTimes: Geneticists Report Finding Central Asian Link to Ashkenazi Levite
NY Times: Studies Show Jews' Genetic Similarity
In DNA, New Clues to Jewish Roots by the NY Times
Ukraine & The Khazar Empire By the Jewish Virtual Library
Zionist FAQ: The Land of Israel was promised to the descendents of Isaac by God
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 Electronic Intifada: Israel's surprising best seller contradicts founding ideology
 Ha'aretz: An invention called 'the Jewish people'
 Khazri-Fiction: A Yahoo e-group that is for people interested in reading, writing, publishing, or
distributing historical fiction novels and short stories about the Khazar Khaganate as well as
other topics in Jewish, Slavic, and Turkic history
 Ha'aretz: Shattering a 'national mythology' By Ofri Ilani
 Associated Press: Scholar claims to find medieval Jewish capital
 The lost Palestinian Jews
 A Must See NOVA Video: The Bible's Buried Secrets


http://www.khazaria.com/

TAKEN FROM THE FIRST PAGE OF SITE

Medieval Kingdom of Khazaria, 652-1016
Over a thousand years ago, the far east of Europe was ruled by Jewish kings who presided over numerous
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tribes, including their own tribe: the Turkic Khazars. After their conversion, the Khazar people used Jewish
personal names, spoke and wrote in Hebrew, were circumcised, had synagogues and rabbis, studied the
Torah and Talmud, and observed Hanukkah, Pesach, and the Sabbath. The Khazars were an advanced
civilization with one of the most tolerant societies of the medieval period. It hosted merchants from all over
Asia and Europe. On these pages it is hoped that you may learn more about this fascinating culture.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF KHAZARIA







Essays summarizing the history of the Khazars, their principal cities, their culture, and their conversion
to Judaism in the 9th century.
An Introduction to the History of Khazaria
Current Issues in Khazar Studies
Los Khazares: un experimento europeo de construcción de un estado Judío - in Spanish
Histoire des Khazars: la nation juive de Russie et d'Ukraine - in French
Znakomstvo s Istoriey Xazarii - in Russian
Hazar Türkleri tarihine giriş - in Turkish

Tara reads again: An invention called “the Jewish people” by Tom Segev – see above.
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JPost: The lost Palestinian Jews
Post Your Comment

http://www.palestineremembered.com/Articles/General/Story14857.html
Posted on August 25, 2009

Aug. 20, 2009
David Shamah , THE JERUSALEM POST
"We are of the same race and blood, and cooperation will bring great prosperity to the land," wrote
Emir Faisal to Felix Frankfurter in 1917. Faisal was known for his affinity to the Zionists who had
begun streaming to the Holy Land; in 1919, he signed a cooperation agreement with Chaim Weizmann,
to whom he wrote that he was "mindful of the racial kinship and ancient bonds existing between the
Arabs and the Jewish people."
But Faisal's proclamations of kinship with the Jews were more than lip service to a commonly held
belief, says Tsvi Misinai, who knows perhaps more about the origins of the modern Palestinians than
anyone.
"Faisal's paternal line was Hashemite," he says, "meaning he was directly descended from Muhammad.
But the mother of his maternal grandfather, King On, was descended from a family of forced Jewish
converts to Islam that immigrated to the east bank of the Jordan, later returning to one of the villages
west of the Jordan. Unlike today, when Faisal was growing up, his grandfather's mother's Jewish origin
was known, and they made no great effort to hide it. And what was known to Faisal is known to many
Palestinians today as well."
This is a story of what may be one of the best-kept secrets in history - one that could, in time, heal the
terrible rift that has torn the Land of Israel asunder. After years of research, Misinai says that he can
declare with certainty that nearly 90 percent of all Palestinians are descended from the Jews. "And
what's more, about half of them know it," he says.
Not only that, many Palestinians retain Jewish customs, including mourning rituals, lighting Shabbat or
memorial candles and even wearing tefillin. While the common wisdom among many Israelis is that
the group that calls itself "Palestinian" is a motley collection of Arabs from various parts of the Middle
East who immigrated to the Land of Israel following the employment opportunities provided by Jews,
Misinai says that the vast majority of today's Palestinians are descended from the remnants of Jewish
families who managed to avoid being deported over the past 2,000 years, or returned to their lands after
they were exiled, as the Jews in the Holy Land suffered blow after blow - from the Roman destruction
of the Temple to the Crusades to famine, poverty and war throughout the Middle Ages.
One thing many were unable to avoid, however, was converting to Islam - a forced conversion that
never really "took," done more out of fear than conviction. Misinai has made it his mission to spread
the word among Palestinians, giving them the opportunity to retrieve their lost heritage. And not just
introduce them to their roots; according to Misinai, the reintegration of what he calls the "descendants
of Israel" with the Jewish people is the best - perhaps the only - way to solve the seemingly endless
Middle East crisis.
Despite what some may be thinking, Misinai is not a nut. In fact, he is a hi-tech entrepreneur, perhaps
the first in Israel's history. While the kids from ICQ and Google were still in diapers, in the early 1980s
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Misinai was building Sapiens into a world-class application developer, focusing on the insurance
industry. All those rule-based, object-oriented applications we use every day; it was Misinai who
invented the concept, and the product, winning the Rothschild Award for industrial development in the
field of software in 1992.
Several years afterward, he retired from the hi-tech business to return to his first love - researching the
history of the Land of Israel. "I became interested in this area because of my father, who was a great
collector of artifacts about the Land of Israel," he says, a hobby he has continued. But besides objects,
Misinai collected stories - legends and folklore from the mouths of mukhtars, village elders throughout
the land, attesting to the truth of his assertions.
"There are large clans throughout the country, in the Hebron Hills, in Samaria and among the Negev
Beduin, who know of their heritage and even have family trees that document their roots. Not only that;
many of them have specifically Jewish customs, and their neighbors would call them 'the Jews,' even
though they were technically as Muslim as anyone else."
Close to nine out of 10 Palestinians in the Land of Israel - Israel proper, Judea, Samaria and Gaza have Jewish roots. In fact, he says, the percentage in Gaza is somewhat higher than 90 percent.
Misinai is far from the first researcher to have stumbled upon this historical find. The first president of
Israel, Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, and the first prime minister, David Ben-Gurion, wrote several books and
articles on the subject. In fact, Ben-Gurion believed so strongly in the idea that in 1956 he set up a task
force headed by Moshe Dayan and Haim Levkov (the Palmah's "point man" among the Arabs of Israel,
he worked with Yigal Allon to set up the Trackers' Unit, traditionally the domain of Negev Beduin),
that was supposed to develop ways to "Judaize" the Beduin, teaching them something about modern
Jewish life and tradition to integrate them with the Israeli people, ethnically if not religiously.
The Beduin were willing enough, but the teachers who were supposed to live and work with them
dropped out of the program because of the rough living conditions. In the end, Dayan convinced BenGurion that the idea would upset "the Islamic world," and the program was dropped.
That's an important point, Misinai says. "I don't necessarily believe most, or even some, of the
Palestinians would want to convert to Judaism, at least right now. Reintegrating them with the Jewish
people does not necessarily require them to convert, and I imagine many of the rabbis would be
reluctant to go ahead with such a program."
Plus, he says, many Israelis of all stripes would be suspicious that the Palestinians were embracing their
"Jewish identities" as a way of getting Israeli ID cards - to get National Insurance money, if not to carry
out terror attacks.
IN HIS book, Brother Shall Not Lift Sword Against Brother, which discusses what he calls "the
Engagement," Misinai foresees a gradual process of education and integration that could take 40 to 50
years, with immigration and natural growth among the Jews keeping the demographic balance in check.
"It sounds like a long time, but we often forget that it's been 40 years since the Six Day War and the
only 'progress' that we've made has been the Oslo process, which has turned out to be a tragedy for
Israel and the Palestinians," Misinai says.
Besides, he says, many of the Palestinians might not have to convert anyway.
"Many of the families in question know they are of Jewish origin, and they marry among themselves.
Halachically there may be some questions, but I have consulted with rabbis who say they are
resolvable. It would certainly be in line with historic Judaism, which in the past - during the Temple
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periods, for example - had more lax standards for accepting returnees. For example, Jews who were
idol worshipers during the First and Second Temple periods were not forced to convert back in order to
be considered part of the people of Israel."
Besides, he says, with most of the available spouses living in the land coming from Jewish
backgrounds themselves, the opportunity to intermarry with someone of non-Jewish ancestry was low far lower than the chances for such a marriage to take place in modern-day America or Russia, he says.
"Several Palestinians have gone through formal conversion, but I know of a number who have taken on
Jewish practices - and who say they don't need to convert because they know they're already Jews."
And the evidence for the Jewish ancestry of the Palestinians is persuasive - very persuasive, when all
the information is taken into account. First, there are the names - not just place names, but family
names. "Many villages here have names that are not Arabic, and very rarely appear in other Arab lands.
Among such names are Kafr Yasif, Kafr Kana, Kafr Yatta, Kafr Manda, Kafr Samia, and many others,"
says Misinai. Indeed, Ben-Zvi in his 1932 book The Peoples of Our Land wrote that west of the Jordan
River, 277 villages and sites - nearly two-thirds! - had names that were similar to or the same as the
Jewish settlements on the same sites during Second Temple times.
That in itself, said Ben-Zvi in his book, is proof that the inhabitants of those villages were Jews who
had remained after the destruction. "If in fact the Jewish settlements became inhabited by entirely
different people, they would not have preserved the Hebrew names (which in fact, did occur in most of
those settlements where the population did change, such as in the eastern part of the Jordan). Such is
not the case in western land of Israel where the old Hebrew names are preserved, which proves the
continuity of settlement in this place," he wrote.
It's not just place names; many Palestinians have Hebrew-derived family names as well, reflecting their
origins, says Misinai. Already in the 1860s, "Colonel Condor of the Institute for Israel Research found
biblical names among Palestinian fellahin [peasants]. Many of these names have no root in the Arabic
lexicon. Large, distinguished families from various parts of the country carry Hebrew names or Jewish
family names."
Among the surnames of some of the larger clans are the Abu Khatsiras, who control much of the
fishing in Gaza; Elbaz, a family of Jews who immigrated from Morocco; Abulafia, the family with the
famous Jaffa bakery which is descended from the 13th-century Spanish kabbalist Rabbi Abraham
Abulafia; the Almogs of Jenin; the Dawouda (Davids) of Hebron; and even, believe it or not, 4,000
forced converts to Islam named Cohen living in Jordan.
Not only that: The Palestinian dialect of Arabic contains many terms and words not found in "standard"
Arabic - the result of the integration of Hebrew and Aramaic into the Arabic they were forced to learn
after the various Arab and Turkish conquests.
Israel Belkind, one of the organizers of the Bilu movement, who researched the roots of the
Palestinians during the 1890s, wrote that "it was already proven by Major Condor, in his research on
the land of Israel, that the 'Arabs' of the Land of Israel had spoken Aramaic in the days of the Crusades,
the language spoken by the Jews until the Arab conquest - meaning that these Aramaic-speaking 'Arabs'
were actually Jews themselves."
In fact, Misinai says, Aramaic was still the lingua franca among some villagers not too long ago. "In
1974, the settlers who established the modern Ofra were astounded to find that the residents of the
village on the ancient biblical site of Ofra - called Tybiba - were Christians who spoke Aramaic."
While many gentiles converted to Christianity in the religion's early days, they would most likely be
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Greek speakers; any group that spoke Aramaic is far more likely to have Jewish roots.
Many Jewish customs have survived among the Palestinians as well, Misinai says. "In Islam, parents
are required to have their sons circumcised by the age of 13. While in many Islamic countries the
custom is to wait several years, among Palestinians many perform the ritual a week after their son is
born - meaning on the eighth day," he says.
Other customs include sitting seven days for deceased loved ones instead of just three (a custom,
Misinai says, that has fallen by the wayside since the first intifada), lighting memorial candles for the
dead (a custom found nowhere in the Muslim world), lighting Shabbat candles and practicing levirate
marriage - the practice of having a brother marry his deceased sibling's wife under certain
circumstances. That's a widespread practice among the Beduin, says Misinai, and in fact "much of the
legal code of the Beduin is remarkably similar to many laws in the Torah and the Mishna." In addition,
several Palestinian families own ancient hanukkiot, which they used in mid-winter - around Hanukka.
YEHUDA BOORLA described in his book Be'ein Kochav (about his service as an officer in the
Turkish army during World War I) interesting information about an Arab attendant from the Land of
Israel who accompanied him. One section of the book describes a "moment of discovery" on the part of
the attendant. Upon hearing the author speak about the Islamic custom of cutting off the breasts of
Jewish women, the Arab attendant realized that his mother, who suffered from the same deformity, was
in reality Jewish.
Until today, elderly Palestinians in Jordan who moved there from west of the river tell of this tradition,
says Misinai. "They say that this was done in cases where Muslim men married Jewish women, so that
the Jewish women would not be able to breast-feed and their children would not take in the milk of
their Jewish mothers. Thus the children would not be thought to be Jewish."
One of the most curious of the Jewish customs that were once widespread among the Palestinians was
the putting on of tefillin - usually done by someone who was ill, especially by those suffering from
headaches. The rare tefillin were wrapped in cloth (to preserve them, says Misinai). When a sick person
needed "treatment," they would place the tefillin box (which houses the scroll) on the middle of the ill
person's forehead and wrap the connected fabric straps around his head. With the use of a key, an
assistant would tighten the strap, thereby creating pressure around the head. The heightened pressure
increased the headache pain - so when the tefillin was removed, it seemed as if the victim's original
pain had decreased, if not disappeared completely. "Other than among a few people, the true meaning
of the tefillin was lost," says Misinai.
Food, too, is high on the agenda of these lost Jews. Many Beduin refrain from eating camel and other
nonkosher animals, and around Pessah time, many Palestinians find themselves with a yen for matza.
"In the region around Bethlehem, there is a high demand for matza during Pessah. When trucks
delivering matza pass through, the customers crowd the trucks, taking the boxes right off the trucks
even before unloading and bringing them into the store."
The same story repeats itself in Nazareth and Shfaram, where residents make special trips to Upper
Nazareth to buy matza. "Possibly they do this because they like matza, but given the other testimonies
about these people, it's more logical to say that, at least in origin, the demand for matza during the start
of the spring has more to do with religious custom than a recurring heightened seasonal desire for dry
crackers," says Misinai.
And while all the anecdotal evidence cited could be the result of historical confusion or some other
factor, the one thing that cannot be falsified is the genetic record - which overwhelmingly proves the
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closeness of traditional Jews and Palestinians, says Misinai. "In 2001, Human Immunology magazine
published a genetic study conducted by Prof. Antonio Arnez-Vilna, a Spanish researcher from the
University of Complutense in Madrid, who discovered that the immune systems of the Jews and the
Palestinians are extremely close to one another in a way that almost absolutely demonstrates a similar
genetic identity. Following the publication of the article, the magazine instructed readers to destroy it
due to the fact that the author had inserted political opinions into the article," Misinai says, adding that
no allegations of falsified data were ever made.
OTHER STUDIES, including a 2002 test by Tel Aviv University researchers, determined that only two
groups in the world - Ashkenazi Jews and Palestinians - were genetically susceptible to an inherited
deafness syndrome. All the studies he cites in his book, says Misinai, show that "the Palestinians are
genetically much closer to Ashkenazi Jews than they are to the Arabs."
The findings, by the way, also should dispel once and for all the canard that Ashkenazi Jews are
descended from the Central Asian Khazars, and not from the population of the Land of Israel.
If "secret Judaism" is as widespread among Palestinians as Misinai says, why are so many so opposed
to Jewish settlement here? Because the issue has been "hijacked" by groups - the leadership of the Arab
world, and Palestinians who have forgotten their Jewish roots. For this reason, most of the youth are
not told about their origins until later on - when they have learned the art of obfuscation, balancing
multiple identities to ensure their survival.
It should be noted not all Palestinians hate Israel, Misinai points out; in 1982, for example, the leaders
of Bidya in Samaria offered to enlist in the IDF in the First Lebanon War to fight the PLO. "The Jewish
origin of many of Bidya's clans is a well-known fact, even today," says Misinai.
But still, there's no denying that many Palestinians would like to see the Jews just disappear. And there
are several reasons for that, says Misinai, the "loss of memory" among many Palestinians who now see
the Jews as a "competitive other," and fear of radicals and terrorists among those who would otherwise
feel affinity for Jews - as they undertake terrorist acts to throw off suspicion that they are
"collaborators."
In his book, Misinai painstakingly describes the origins of the Palestinians, who he says are made up
chiefly of two groups: Jews who lived in the mountain regions of Judea and Samaria, who were able to
maintain their Jewish identities for hundreds of years before being forced to make a choice between
exile and conversion to Islam; and members of the ancient nations of Edom and Moab, who were
converted to Judaism en masse at least twice.
The two groups, whom Misinai calls respectively the "descendants of Israel" and the "brethren of
Israel," are the chief components of what we today call the Palestinians, with the addition of a
smattering of Arabs (barely a few percent), Samaritans (who maintain their own distinct religious
identity), descendants of the soldiers who served in the occupying Roman army after the destruction of
the Second Temple and even some survivors of the ancient Canaanite and Philistine nations - "idol
worshipers who can be found in Gaza and in the village of Jisr a-Zarka, near Haifa," says Misinai.
The collective memory of the mountain people was better than that of the "brethren of Israel," who
eventually settled in the lowlands and coast from where most of the Jewish refugees originated; most of
these people forgot their Jewish roots, and they comprise the bulk of refugees who fled Israel in 1948.
And, Misinai says, they're the ones who are most active in terror activities. It's this group that
participated most actively in the intifada, with their objective to return to the lands they abandoned in
1948 (which they themselves occupied only about 100 years before, as they settled near areas were
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Jews had built towns and cities to get work). In essence, though, the brethren have now returned to
their ancestral homeland east of the Jordan.
Which leaves the "descendants" the major component of the Palestinian population on the west side of
the Jordan. And it's these people, Misinai believes, that Israel can - and must - work with to resolve the
Palestinian issue. Not by creating a Palestinian state in Judea and Samaria, but by offering the
"mountain people" the opportunity to reconnect with their roots - with the Jewish people and with the
modern State of Israel.
"It sounds impractical, but Zionism always was impractical. And yet it succeeded," says Misinai. But
the Palestinian problem has thrown Zionism out of kilter. Nobody, despite reluctance to go through
another partition, is interested in being an "occupier." But Israel's reintegration - Engagement, as
Misinai puts it - of the Palestinians with the Jewish people would allow Zionism to renew its roots, and
complete the task of building the modern Israeli nation.
"There are lots of reasons why this would work," says Misinai. "The fact that most Palestinians
consider themselves Muslim is not an issue, because most of the Palestinians are not particularly
religious Muslims. Until recent decades, there were few mosques relative to population outside
Jerusalem. It was King Hussein, and later the Israeli Ministry of Religious Affairs, that prompted much
of the mosque building in recent years. Bidya, for example, only had one mosque for 25,000 residents
until recently."
In his writings, Ben-Zvi cited an interesting phenomenon that he observed. "When the Palestinian
peasant swears in the name of the prophet Muhammad, the oath is not taken seriously. But if he goes to
the grave of a holy person of the village or of the surrounding area and swears there, we may
completely rely on his oath."
THE PALESTINIANS' veneration of the Jewish prophets, their preservation of the grave sites of the
Jewish patriarchs, and their embrace even of Jewish rituals (Ben-Zvi cites witnesses who recounted
Palestinians and Beduin coming to dance at the grave of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yohai in Meron on Lag
Ba'omer) indicates that the "Musta'abari [secret Jews] spirit" is still alive and that if offered the
possibility of being not so religious Muslims or not so religious Jews, the majority would opt for the
latter.
This is where the state has a major role to play, Misinai says. "Most Palestinians are loyal above all to
their families, then to their clans, then to those in position of power and only at the end to their religion
and people. A strong State of Israel, confident in its direction and its just cause, can successfully
execute the Engagement plan."
One reason Palestinians have kept their Jewish roots secret for so long - despite the desire of many to
come out of the Islamic closet - is because of their fear of the bully elements in the Palestinian and
Arab leadership, the same groups that perpetuate the misery of Israeli Jews and descendants of Israel.
"Many of the descendants' families are forced to prove their loyalty to the 'cause' on pain of death,"
says Misinai. "For example, many families name one of their children Jihad to 'prove' their credentials
as loyal fighters against the Jews."
If the state were to offer them an alternative, however, Misinai says many would find the courage to
break out of their old patterns and embrace their true heritage. It's not at all about conversion, he says,
more about developing a cultural affinity and a single national group. But, he says, it's likely that a
large number would want to convert anyway. Even if many Palestinians prefer not to join the Jewish
people, the fact that many would be willing would set the tone.
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For similar reasons Israeli Jews, since the days of Ben-Zvi and Ben-Gurion, have shunted aside the clear
evidence of the Jewish background of the Palestinians. "After the Holocaust, the issue was set aside, as the
Yishuv had more pressing matters, besides the obvious issues of language and lifestyle that separated Jews and
Palestinians, not to mention the suffering inflicted by the various uprisings and pogroms conducted against the
Yishuv. And the arrival of Jews from Eastern countries who had just been booted out of their homes by Muslims,
whom they didn't trust, only exacerbated the divisions."
But now, 60 years later, with the seemingly intractable issue of two nations laying the same ancestral claim to the
same piece of land, it is time to revisit the past to build the future.
In the end, Misinai says, the reintegration of the Palestinians with the Jewish people is the best - and only solution. "We've been down the path of partition, defensive war and what the world calls occupation. Nothing
has worked. The world is getting very tired of our bickering, and is pushing to implement a solution - any
solution. So far, the only solutions are the ones that have failed, but here is some new, fresh thinking, that many
Jews and Palestinians would accept. And if we accept it, so will the nations of the world."
Misinai's Engagement would unite the "two kingdoms of Israel" described by the prophet Ezekiel.
"The Jews who went into exile held onto their culture, beliefs and religion, while those that remained behind
held as long as they could to the Land of Israel. Both loves - love of Torah and love of land - come from the
same wellsprings. It's time to repair the historic damage done by our enemies, the Romans, and reunite our
people."
Click here to view the original article at JPost's website
Disclaimer
The above documents, article, interviews, movies, podcasts, or stories reflects solely the research and opinions of its
authors. PalestineRemembered.com makes its best effort to validate its content s.
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 The Khazarian Conspiracy, Part 1 of 12 - YouTube
 183,902 views ·
 Added 01/08/2009
01/08/2009 · Part 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ojvf3ORIWQ From the book: The
Life of an American Jew in Racist Marxist Israel (Published in 1985) By Jack Bernstein ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs

 'The Khazarian Conspiracy' excerpt - YouTube
 1,707 views ·
 Added 29/09/2009
29/09/2009 · ... to the Jewish people or the Jewish religion this group has conjured by itself after
740 AD. Watch it here, 12 parts: Part 1 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs
www.youtube.com/watch?v=156rkAA0Nzg

 "Former IDF chief: Israel must prepare for possible attack on Iran ...
26/01/2012 · http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs Khazar:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgpu_4LiKLA Race or Religion:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udO65M_KIOA&feature=related
groups.google.com/group/misc.invest.stocks/browse_thread/thread/fb7d0b776b3bde24/b...

 Did you guys know that the black people are the Hebrews? - Yahoo ...
 Resolved ·
 8 total answers
28/05/2010 · ... confessing the truth http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TC3IoC8vSA Also
check out this Khazarian documentary. False israelites http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HajCJOERTs
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100527222013AAehWJL

 The Vatic Project: The Khazarian Conspiracy, Part 1 of 12
 5 posts ·
 By Vatic ·
 Published 24/01/2011
20/10/2010 · http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs From the book: The Life of
an American Jew in Racist Marxist Israel (Published in 1985) By Jack Bernstein ::
vaticproject.blogspot.com/2010/10/khazarian-conspiracy-part-1-of-12.html

 Why A Reporter's Prank Call To David Koch Is No Laughing Matter
25/02/2011 · Things aren't looking up for the good 'ol US of A or anyone else for that matter
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs&feature=related
articles.businessinsider.com/2011-02-25/politics/29973955_1_layoff-notices-change...

 Israel’s Master Plan (BrN On Video!) | Real Zionist News
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Haj-CJOERTs. Read the book of Obadiah to see their end.
KathJuliane October 7, 2010 @ 6:23 pm. Mr. Harbinger, I made a bet with myself about being
accused ...
www.realzionistnews.com/?p=560

 EXCELLENT DOCUMENTARY DETAILING THE REAL ENEMY THE KHAZARIAN ...
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2012, Feb 3

A conference call between Scotland Yard and the FBI has been
intercepted and published by a member of the computer hacking group
Anonymous.

By Duncan Gardham, Security Correspondent
2:47PM GMT 03 Feb 2012
The conversation covered updates to on-going court cases, the recent arrest of a 15-year-old for
hacking his school website, and even touched on cheese and the merits of Sheffield.
One officer appears to refer to the city as a “khazi” - slang for toilet – and tells an American colleague:
“You’ve missed nothing, it’s not exactly a jewel in England’s crown.”
They seem to think the Bullring shopping centre in Birmingham is actually in Sheffield and also refer
to a colleague as an “old school detective but mad as a box of frogs”.
The Anonymous hacker managed to listen in to the call after accessing an FBI email which gave details
of the intended call. The email was also posted online.
Writing on the Twitter account, AnonymousIRC, one hacker said: “The FBI might be curious how
we’re able to continuously read their internal comms for some time now.”
The FBI confirmed hackers had intercepted a confidential phone call, and said it was hunting those
responsible.
An FBI spokesman said: “The information was intended for law enforcement officers only and was
illegally obtained. A criminal investigation is under way to identify and hold accountable those
responsible.”
The FBI email referred to an investigation on both sides of the Atlantic into a number of hacking
groups.
It read: “A conference call is planned for next Tuesday (January 17, 2012) to discuss the on-going
investigations related to Anonymous, Lulzsec, Antisec, and other associated splinter groups.”
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The recording, which was posted on Youtube, refers to the on-going court case against Ryan Cleary,
arrested last June for his alleged role in the group LulzSec, and reveals legally sensitive information.
It also refers to a 15-year-old listed as a member of CSLSec - meaning “can’t stop laughing security”- a
copy-cat group of hackers with just three members.
In the conversation, British police officers named only as Matt and Stuart explain that the teenager was
arrested before Christmas for an alleged incident involving his school and that he apparently claimed to
have taken part in a hacking incident called “Operation Mayhem.”
“Basically he’s doing all this for attention, he’s a bit of an idiot,” one officer says. They add claim that
he has written a confession through his school that runs to two sides of A4 and one officer says he
writes about “how he got involved, whet he’s done, almost clearing the slate now he’s come to the
notice of the police.”
“A smack from mum and dad is behind it all,” the officer adds, saying he is “just another juvenile,
another wannabe character.”
One Anonymous member tweeted to the boy, criticising him for helping the police, saying: “Man
you’re f*****g dumb. It’s a conversation discussing anonymous/lulzsec and your wanna-be ass. your
UK agent calls you an idiot.”
The 15 year-old, who is not being named by the Daily Telegraph for legal reasons, has sent out a
number of tweets responding to the posting saying: “lol [laughs out loud] I’m UK not USA, no FBI can
touch me. Idiot...why wud FBI talk about me? I’m not even US & haven’t been arrested. I’m still here
ain’t I? lol...I haven’t heard it yet...& I haven’t got a UK agent lol.”
The boy says claims he started hacking aged 12 and spends up to seven hours a day reading eBooks,
tutorials, forum posts and watching Youtube videos.
He said he designed websites for family, friends and people online, making a “couple $100 a month”
and used his pocket money of around £10 each week and funds from hacking to invest in “advertising
and other things such as stocks etc, which some I still hold and are growing today (all under my
mother’s name of course who had no clue at the time.)”
In mid-May last year he says he got caught after he had hacked into his school’s website and they
traced his IP number, got the phone number from Virgin Media and called his house.
“My nine-year-old brother picked up and of course, gave my name away,” he writes, adding: “I got a
police referral order for six months, where they would regularly check my PC BUT I had a laptop,
netbook and other people’s/family’s computers at my disposal.”
Since then he claims to have hacked the BBC and PBS, the American TV station, along with GoodYear
tyres.
A Scotland Yard spokesman said: “We are aware of the video, which relates to an FBI conference call
involving a PCeU [Police Central e-crime Unit] representative.
“The matter is being investigated by the FBI. At this stage no operational risks to the MPS have been
identified; however, we continue to carry out a full assessment.”
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Bosnian Pyramids: We are Not the First Here

 Posted by Ram Arjuna on February 2, 2012 at 11:10am
http://www.wariscrime.com/2012/01/24/news/bosnian-pyramids-we-are-n...
Dr. Sam Semir Osmanagich | Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun
January 24, 2012
Almost everything they teach us about the ancient history is wrong: origin of men, civilizations, and pyramids.
Homo sapiens sapiens is not a result of the evolution, and biologists will never find a “missing link”, because
the intelligent man is product of genetic engineering. Sumerians are not the beginning of the civilized men, but
rather beginning of another cycle of humanity. And finally, original pyramids, most superior and oldest, were
made by advanced builders who knew energy, astronomy and construction better than we do.
In order to understand the ancient monuments, we need to view them
through three realms: physical, energy and spiritual. Our scientific
instruments are simply not enough to explain the purpose of oldest
pyramids, for example. Mainstream scientists, archaeologists, historians and
anthropologists are often main obstacle for scientific progress.
Gap between physical and spiritual science is to be bridged if we want to get
fully understanding of the past.
Twelve hundred ton stone block in Baalbeck (Lebanon) needs explanation.
Who was able to shape, move and install four times bigger blocks than our,
21st century, capabilities? Yonaguni megalithic monuments (Japan) do
belong to the previous cycle of humanity. They are undeniable proof, on the
bottom of the Pacific floor, 80 meters below the ocean level, that advanced
culture lived in the area more than 12.000 years ago before huge quantities
of ice melted and caused Pacific level to rise for 80 meters. Machu Picchu
(Peru) tells the story of four distinctive civilizations and different
construction styles, first civilization being the most advanced. At the same
time, all the history books make up story of Inkas being the builders of
“royal retreat” in the recent times. New dating of Peruvian, Mexican,
Energy beam coming from the Chinese and Egyptian pyramids will take us back much before recognized
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun. history and known rulers.
Oldest Chinese and Egyptian pyramids are much superior to those made later as unsuccessful replicas. Older are
built from granite and sandstone blocks, more recent ones are much smaller, built from bricks and mud. Traces
of more advanced beings are everywhere around us. In the meantime, mainstream scientists try to fit those
monuments into their time coordinates, falsifying the truth.
Two hundred Cahokia pyramids show astronomical knowledge of the builders who moved several million tons
of construction materials and who knew the difference between cosmic and magnetic north. Mayan world is an
example of the knowledge of the Universe. Our Solar system circles Milky Way and that 26-thousand years
cycle (”long count calendar”) affect all living life on our Planet. Anasazies, ancestors of Pueblo Indians, didn’t
need alphabet or physical communication means to recognize danger in different dimensions coming from the
depth of the Universe.
As long as they stay within the box, mainstream archaeologists will never be able to explain tooling and logistic
needed to build stone heads on Easter Islands, shape granite blocks of Akapana pyramid complex in Bolivia or
create chambers of Giza pyramids.
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Stone spheres of western Mexico, southern Costa Rica, Easter Island
or twenty locations in remote Bosnia-Herzegovina, are obvious proof
of understanding and manipulating of shapes and energy in the
distant past.
On top of all that, discovery of the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids is
telling us that we don’t know our Planet. We might go to the Moon
(temporarily, until threaten), but we still need to explore our Mother
Earth. More secrets wait to be uncovered and, with the ancient
knowledge, help us reach our balance back.
In April 2005, I first traveled to the town of Visoko, 20 miles
northwest from Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia-Herzegovina. My
attention was caught by two regularly shaped hills, which I later
named the Bosnian Pyramids of the Sun and Moon. For thousands of
The excavated paved terrace on the
years locals have considered those hills to be natural phenomena
Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon.
because they were covered by soil and vegetation. However, when I
first saw their triangular faces, obvious corners and orientation
toward the cardinal points, I knew that they had to be constructed by a force other than nature. Since I had been
investigating pyramids for decades, I knew that the pyramids found in China, Mexico, Guatemala and El
Salvador had the same type of soil and vegetation coverage.
In 2005, work has begun on this project and construction companies
and geologists were paid (out of my pocket) to do core drilling and
geomorphological analysis. We then announced to the world, at the
press conference, that the first pyramids in Europe had been
discovered.

Ceramic sculpture “K-2” in
underground labyrinth weigh
18,000 lbs.

Shortly thereafter we established the non-profit Archaeological Park:
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun Foundation and since that time the
pyramid investigations in Bosnia have become the world’s largest
interdisciplinary archaeological project. We have spent over 340,000
man-hours in archaeological excavation, sample testing and
radiocarbon dating in the period from 2005 to 2011. We determined
that the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids consists of five pyramids
discovered to date which I named: The Bosnian Pyramids of the Sun,
Moon, Dragon, Mother Earth and Love. The site also includes a
tumulus complex and a huge underground labyrinth.
This discovery is historic and changes the knowledge of the early
history of Europe for several reasons:

 These are the first pyramids discovered in Europe
 The site includes the largest pyramid structure in the world—The Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun with its
height of over 220 meters is much higher than the Great Pyramid of Egypt (147 meters).
 The Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun has, according to the Bosnian Institute for Geodesy, the most precise
orientation towards cosmic north with the error of 0 degrees, 0 minutes and 12 seconds.
 The Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun is completely covered by rectangular concrete blocks. The properties of
the concrete, including extreme hardness (up to 133 MPs) and low water absorption (around 1%), are,
according to the scientific institutions in Bosnia, Italy and France, far superior to modern concrete
materials.
 The pyramids are covered by soil which is, according to the State Institute for Agro-pedology, approx.
12,000 years old. Radiocarbon dating from the paved terrace on Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon,
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performed by Institute of Physics of Silesian Institute of Technology from Gliwice (Poland) confirmed
that terrace was built 10,350 years ago (+/- 50 years). These finding confirm that the Bosnian pyramids
are also the oldest known pyramids on the planet.
 Beneath the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids there is an extensive underground tunnel and chamber
network which runs for a total of more than ten miles.
 Ceramic sculptures have been discovered in the underground labyrinth with a mass of up to 20,000
pounds which makes them the largest found so far from the ancient world.
The list of the wonders in Bosnian archaeology does not end here. In
the vicinity, we discovered the tallest tumulus in the World: 61 meter
high. Its nearest competitor, Sillbury Hill in England is 60 meters
high. The Bosnian tumulus consists of two-layer megalithic terraces,
clay layers and artificial concrete layers.
A team of physicists detected an energy beam coming through the top
of the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun. The radius of the beam is 4.5
meters with a frequency of 28 kHz. The beam is continuous and its
strength grows as it moves up and away from the pyramid. This
phenomenon contradicts the known laws of physics and technology.
This is the first proof of non-herzian technology on the Planet. It
seems that the pyramid builders created a perpetual motion machine a
long time ago and this “energy machine” is still working.
In the underground labyrinth, in 2010, we discovered three chambers
and a small blue lake. Energy screening shows that the ionization
level is 43 times higher than the average concentration outside which
makes the underground chambers into “healing rooms”.

The Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun
(Visoko, Bosnia-Herzegovina).

Further electromagnetic detection in 2011 confirmed that levels of negative radiation through the Hartman,
Curry and Schneider grids are equal to zero in the tunnels. There was no technical radiation (from power lines
and/or other technology) found in the tunnels and no cosmic radioactivity. Ceramic sculptures are positioned
over the underground water flows and the negative energy is transformed into positive. All of these experiments
point to the underground labyrinth as one of the most secure underground constructions in the world and this
makes it an ideal place for the body’s rejuvenation and regeneration.
Two hundred years of Egyptology has not produced a satisfactory answer to the question of what the real
purpose was for the oldest and most superior pyramids.
In only six years, our research in Bosnia has applied interdisciplinary scientific methods, to look at this complex
through the physical, energetic and spiritual dimensions. We have had pioneering results which affects the entire
sphere of knowledge and Pyramid Science. Our history is changing with each new discovery.
Perhaps by changing our beginnings or learning to better understand our beginnings we can also change our
present and our future for the better.

Dr. Sam Semir Osmanagich is the Foreign Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences and the
Professor of Anthropology at the American University in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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